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SIGNIA SILK X

HEARING
ALL ABOUT
YOU

signia-hearing.com/silkx

DISCRETION

So small that it’s almost invisible in the ear, Signia’s
Silk X delivers an exceptional hearing experience.
One of the world’s smallest hearing aids, you can
wear it with confidence, safe in the knowledge that
no one will even notice you’re wearing it.
Ready to wear, Silk X is fitted with highly adaptable
soft-silicone Click Sleeves™ that simply click onto
the hearing aids for a secure and comfortable fit.

SIGNIA SILK X

YOUR
SECRET‘S
SAFE

Silk X at a Glance:
• Nearly invisible in the ear for complete
discretion
• Signia Xperience technology for a superior
hearing experience
• Click Sleeves for a quick and easy instant-fit
• Remote control via the Signia app and
miniPocket™
• TeleCare for remote support from your
hearing care professional

DESIGN

TAILOR-MADE,
WITHOUT THE WAIT
Silk X is ready to wear
on the spot without
any fuss or waiting
times thanks to its
soft-silicone sleeves
that allow it to hide
comfortably in your ear.

Actual size in cm

Faceplate colors

Black

Mocha

Shell colors
Left:
Transparent
blue

Right:
Transparent
red

TECHNOLOGY

ALL YOU HEAR,
CRYSTAL CLEAR
Whether you’re in a crowded street, working in an
open-plan office, or dining in a busy restaurant,
wherever there’s a high level of ambient noise,
holding a conversation requires concentration and
effort.
Thanks to its Signia Xperience technology,
Silk X delivers true-to-life sound and speech
comprehension to meet your hearing needs, even
in noisy environments. You hear what matters to
you – all day long, in every situation.

Sleeves
The sleeves come in four different sizes and a closed and open
build version suitable for most ear anatomies and hearing
needs.

CONVENIENCE

PERFECTLY POSITIONED FOR
PHONE CALLS AND MUSIC
Unlike hearing aids that sit behind the ear, Silk X’s
microphones pick up sound inside the ear canal.
This enables you to make phone calls and listen to
music in the way you’re used to, including with overear headphones.

Tinnitus options
If you suffer from tinnitus, Silk X features a range of therapy
options to make your life more comfortable.
CROS Silk X
Untreatable hearing loss in one ear shouldn’t stop you hearing
what matters to you. CROS Silk X ensures brilliant sound so you
can hear conversations and sounds coming from both sides.

SIGNIA APP

PERSONAL SUPPORT,
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
TeleCare
Thanks to Signia‘s TeleCare
remote support, you can get
direct help from your hearing
care professional via the
Signia app. Wherever you are.
Remote control
You can control the volume and other settings
discreetly via the Signia app on your smartphone
or the miniPocket on your key ring.

Compatible with Android and iOS. The app is free of charge.

Find out more on myhearing.com or ask your hearing
care professional for more information on Silk X
hearing aids, useful accessories and the Signia app.

The information in this document contains general descriptions of the
technical options available, which do not always have to be present in
individual cases and are subject to change without prior notice.
Trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.
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